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one of the most important things you are going to need to keep in mind when playing lord of the rings: battle for middle earth ii is the shield bubble. it sounds a little funny, but the shield bubble is essentially a bubble of protection that runs around your
whole empire. your empire cannot be attacked from the outside; in other words, if you are adjacent to an opposing empire, you are safe. the shield bubble will remain active even if your units are being attacked or you are in a battle with another

empire. in the realm of pre-built forces, ive never found an orc faction that i thought quite excelled the others in anything more than unit ranking, but battle for middle earth ii really pushes the envelope with their involvement in the story and their unit
roles. without doubt this is the faction with the largest scope for customisation, and it does a fine job of keeping themselves diverse by introducing fantasy races and units from other popular roleplaying games. the nazgul and wood elf units provide a

worthy alternative to the ghastly creepies introduced in the previous game. the default settings are a mixed bag. although many of the same abilities as the previous game are still present and functions as youd expect them to, some of the game
mechanics feel a little muddy. i would suggest that in future they needn't lose sight of their cinematic roots and that the ability system isnt watered down to accommodate the game. the team at ea isnt afraid to rewrite the rule book if they feel its
necessary and its a good thing. only by breaking free from the shackles of tradition will battle for middle earth 2 reach its potential. its a good initiative that nothing too much has been changed. what ea has done is create a template that will allow

players to add more depth to the factions and create multiple scenarios of the kind that the franchise is best known for. lets hope that this success isnt limited to battle for middle earth ii.
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some of the older the lord of
the rings games will be added,
but others will not. there has
been talk about remakes of
rings of power, rings of war,

and the lord of the rings:
battles of the shire titles, but

nothing has happened to date.
the rings of power titles were
never given a second chance

when the lord of the rings
movies went off the air. on top

of that, the disney/monkeys
the last of us made such a
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deep impression on many
people that they want to see a

sequel to that game, not a
reimagining of a tolkien game.
that may give these franchises

a chance to be the next five
star wars titles. aragorn was
originally intended to be the

commander of the newly
formed army of men and the

dwarf gimli was to be the
commander of the few

remaining dwarves. however,
paul anderson, who designed
the characters, thought that
the sauron origin was very

important and aragorn ended
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up being the leader of the men.
gimli was instead the dwarves'
leader. if you want to unleash
your inner fantasy gamer and

bring everything to the big
screen, then battlefield: middle

earth 2 is a great game for
you. but if you want to craft

your battles from a more
tactical point of view, then
keep scrolling. battlefield:

middle earth 2 tries to bring a
little of everything - the

fantastic graphics, in particular,
but also a really different

gameplay experience and a
nice storyline. battlefield fans,
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keep scrolling - the game is
only mediocre and if youre not

a fan of the real battlefield
series there isnt much else.
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